Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays a vital role in the investigation and follow up of patients with congenital heart disease both in terms of anatomical and functional analysis. Congenital heart disease (CHD) has a prevalence of about 0.9%. Over the last several decades the overall survival of individuals with an underlying CHD has improved dramatically from 20% to about 90% of individuals reaching adulthood. This improvement results from better surgical techniques, medical treatments and percutaneous intervention for later complications.

Various noninvasive imaging investigations for follow up include echocardiogram (TTE and TEE) and cardiac MRI. Cardiac computed tomography (CT) is increasingly being utilized, particularly when cardiac MRI is contraindicated, such as in those patients with a pacemaker or defibrillator. However, CT employs ionizing radiation.

This article reviews the basic image sequences routinely used in imaging CHD (Table 1). It also demonstrates various imaging findings of the most common congenital heart pathologies.

**Patient preparation**

It is important to ensure the patient is not claustrophobic. Younger patients may require sedation; general anesthesia and a dedicated anesthetic team may be needed for the duration of the scan in children to ensure a safe airway and assess the patient. If there are any devices or pacemakers present, confirmation should be made that these are MRI conditional.

The ECG trace is used to synchronize the cardiac cycle with cine image acquisition. Retrospective ECG gating is performed throughout the cardiac cycle over several heartbeats if the heart rate is regular. Arrhythmia rejection may be used if there is an occasional ectopic beat. Prospective ECG gating is used if there is underlying arrhythmia. There is a trigger delay from the R wave and the images are obtained over a set acquisition.
Table 1. Routine cardiac MRI sequences

- Spin echo sequence (HASTE images) for anatomy
- Standard gradient echo (GE) cine: 4, 3, 2 chamber cine SSFP acquisition. Other sequences performed include LVOT (left ventricular outflow tract), aortic valve views, RVOT view and pulmonary valve view
- Short axis cine gradient echo SSFP stack: Left ventricular analysis
- Axial cine gradient echo SSFP stack: Right ventricular analysis
- Gadolinium (Gd) enhanced high resolution MR angiogram and time resolved MR angiogram
- Velocity encoded phase contrast cine imaging: Analysis of peak velocity and flow analysis through valves, vessels and conduit
- Navigator: imaging of the heart, thoracic vasculature and heart
- Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) images: To assess for fibrosis and infarct

window. Scanning in end diastole may be missed resulting in underestimation of volumes and function.4, 5

Sequences and techniques

HASTE

This is a spin echo sequence also referred to as black blood imaging. Anatomical assessment is useful with HASTE images.1, 5 This sequence has lower SNR (signal to noise) than the gradient echo sequence, although it is less prone to cardiac and respiratory motion due to rapid imaging.5 This acquisition is performed in the axial plane, but additional views in sagittal and coronal planes can be performed. Visceral position, atrioventricular and ventricular-arterial concordance can be evaluated. Systemic and pulmonary venous return as well as position of the aortic arch can be determined. The HASTE sequence is also useful to assess for extracardiac abnormalities.2

Standard gradient echo cine imaging

Gradient echo cine images are obtained using spoiled gradient echo pulse sequences or SSFP sequences.5 The standard views are four, three and two chamber views, LVOT and aortic valve cine views.4 These sequences allow initial visual assessment of the ventricles, atria and valves. Short axis cine views are performed to assess the left ventricle.1, 3 Similarly, an axial cine view or 4-chamber stack view can be performed to assess the right ventricle.1 Ventricular volumes and systolic function can also be analyzed on the short axis and axial cine stack views. Additional sequences assessing the right ventricle include pulmonary valve cine and RVOT cine views.4

Contrast-enhanced (CE)
MR angiogram

Gadolinium-enhanced MR angiography plays a crucial role in assessing vasculature structures. Gadolinium-based contrast reduces the T1 time of blood, improving contrast between the blood pool and surrounding tissues.6 It has high spatial resolution and 3D reconstructions may be performed.6, 7 Conditions such as aortic coarctation and Marfan’s syndrome may require aortic angiography. The pulmonary vasculature is assessed in Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) and follow up of surgically corrected transposition of the great arteries (TGA). In single ventricle pathology, angiography is performed to assess circulation and a Fontan circuit, if present. Time-resolved CE MR angiogram is used for sequential assessment as the contrast passes

FIGURE 1. (A) This 32-year-old woman had ASD closure as a child but persistent PAPVR caused right ventricular dilatation. The right upper lobe pulmonary vein is seen to drain into the SVC (arrow). (B) The left upper lobe pulmonary vein is seen to drain into the left brachiocephalic vein (arrow). (C) The right ventricle (arrow) is seen to be severely dilated (EDV 187 mL/m2) compared to the left (EDV 81 mL/m2) on this 4-chamber SSFP gradient echo sequence. The Qp:Qs flow ratio is calculated at 1.89:1.0. There is no residual ASD.
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through the vasculature and to assess for collaterals and pulmonary arteriovenous malformations.2,7

**Velocity encoding phase contrast cine imaging (VEPC imaging)**

This technique can be performed to assess peak velocity across a valve or regurgitant fraction using “through plane” phase contrast cine imaging.1 In-plane cine imaging is used to assess the direction of blood flow, which is particularly important in septal defects.8 The ascending aorta, aortic valve, pulmonary valve and branch pulmonary arteries are assessed with these sequences. Shunt fraction can be calculated by assessing forward flow in the main pulmonary (Qp) and ascending aorta (Qs). A Qp:Qs of 1.5:1.0 indicates a significant shunt, resulting in elevated right heart pressures and pulmonary hypertension.

**Navigator sequence**

This technique is a balanced SSFP acquisition used to obtain anatomical information. A T2 preparation increases signal of the blood compared to myocardium. The sequence is triggered to end diastole to avoid cardiac motion. A navigator is used to monitor diaphragmatic movement and avoid respiratory motion artefact. The scan may be performed without contrast, however administration of Gd-based contrast improves the SNR and CNR (contrast to noise ratio).7 It may be used to cover the entire heart and assess vasculature. Often it is used to assess the origins and proximal course of the coronary arteries.

**LGE imaging**

These sequences are used for assessment of fibrosis or infarction. This is normally performed 10-20 minutes following administration of 0.1-0.2 Mmol/kg Gd-based contrast. The LGE sequences used are the segmented double inversion recovery sequence; the phase sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR), or the single shot acquisition. An initial inversion pulse is used to null the myocardium (TI time).7 A PSIR sequence is less sensitive to a suboptimal TI time. A single shot acquisition can be performed within a single R-R interval; however, this has a lower SNR and CNR9 compared to segmented images. Fibrosis may act as a substrate for arrhythmia. Enhancement may be seen if there has been surgical patch repair, scar from previous surgery or postsurgical infarction.6

**Spectrum of cardiac anomalies**

**Atrial septal defects (ASD)**

Atrial septal defects constitute the most common shunt lesion detected de novo in adulthood.11 Secundum ASD is the most common type (50-70%), while primum ASD12 is less common at 15-30% and is often associated with defect of the atroventricular valve.11 Sinus venosus and coronary sinus defects are rare (Figures 1 and 2). Cardiac MRI plays an important role in assessing and quantifying right ventricular overload, visualizing the defect and calculating the shunt fraction. En face phase contrast cine imaging allows measurement of the defect.12 By the 5th decade about 75% of patients suffer from exertional dyspnea.13 Elevated right ventricular volumes and a shunt fraction (Qp:Qs) of 1.5:1.0 is an indication for ASD closure13 by surgery or percutaneous means. Following ASD closure, cardiac MRI is important to assess for any residual shunting, the degree of reduction in right ventricular volumes and for assessment of complications such as device dislodgement.
Ventricular septal defects (VSD)

Ventricular septal defects are the most common CHD, making up 20% of congenital heart anomalies. They may be associated with TOF, TGA and atrioventricular canals. There is an increased association with Down’s, DiGeorge’s and Turner’s syndromes. They may be muscular, inlet, outlet or membranous VSD. About 80% are membranous VSDs, while 20% are muscular VSD. Membranous VSDs occur just under the aortic valve at the level of the tricuspid valve (Figure 3). The septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve may close the defect or the aortic cusp may prolapse into the defect. It may be associated with aortic or tricuspid regurgitation. Cardiac MRI has a vital role in assessing the defect, quantifying ventricular volumes and the shunt fraction.

Coarctation of aorta

Coarctation occurs at the junction of the distal aortic arch with the descending thoracic aorta. It can occur due to protrusion of tissue extending from the posterior aspect of the aortic wall to the opposite wall, contiguous with the ductus arteriosum. Coarctation may be associated with other conditions, such as Turner’s syndrome and bicuspid aortic valve, and accounts for 5% of CHD.

Surgical management includes resection and end-to-end repair, subclavian flap repair, prosthetic patch aortoplasty, interposition graft or extra-anatomic bypass graft. Late complications include recurrent coarctation and pseudo-aneurysm at the repair site. Cardiac MRI is useful to assess location and severity of the coarctation, as well as the peak flow velocity. Collateral flow can be assessed by quantifying flow just proximal to the coarctation and in the descending aorta at the level of the hiatus. The aortic valve can be assessed for morphology and stenosis or regurgitation. Aortic angiogram is obtained to assess the coarctation site, collaterals and remainder of the thoracic aorta (Figures 4, 5). The aortic arch may be hypoplastic. Left ventricular hypertrophy due to coarctation or aortic valve stenosis may be visualized on the SSFP cine sequences.

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF)

TOF is the commonest of the cyanotic congenital cardiac conditions and consists of a perimembranous VSD (80%), subpulmonary infundibular stenosis, overriding aorta and right ventricular hypertrophy (RVH). Right-sided aortic arch may occur in 25% of cases. Management in infancy includes closure of the VSD with RVOT muscle resection (infundibulotomy), transannular patch or right ventricle-to-pulmonary artery conduit. Infundibulotomy is performed when there is moderate RVOT obstruction in the presence of a normal pulmonary valve annulus. A transannular patch is performed when there is associated pulmonary valve stenosis (Figure 6). Complications include chronic pulmonary regurgitation and right ventricle dilatation. A right ventricle-to-pulmonary artery valved conduit is performed when there is pulmonary atresia, which constitutes the most severe form of
Late complications include conduit degeneration with stenosis or regurgitation. About 2-5% patients may have a residual VSD. Recurrent or residual pulmonary stenosis may occur in the RVOT, at the level of the pulmonary valve or branch pulmonary arteries. Left ventricular dysfunction is a late complication due to poor ventriculo-ventricular interaction. Tricuspid regurgitation may be seen in 10% cases.

Pulmonary valve replacement or percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation (PPVI) is considered when the right ventricular end diastolic volume is greater than 150 mL/m² with impaired RV ejection fraction less than 47%. Tricuspid regurgitation may be seen in 10% cases.

MRI sequences include RVOT cine SSFP sequences which demonstrate the transannular patch with bulging and akinesis of the aneurysmal patch. In infundibulectomy, the RVOT is of normal size and contractility on cine images unless there are complication such as RVOT stenosis. The right ventricle to pulmonary artery conduit and pulmonary regurgitation are also visualized in this sagittal view. Contrast-enhanced MR angiogram can be used to assess dimensions of the pulmonary arteries and thoracic aorta. 3D reconstructions may be performed for PPVI work up. Flow analysis of the valves and across conduit and branch pulmonary arteries can be performed with VE PC cine imaging. LGE sequences will show enhancement around transannular patch repair due to formation of fibrosis.

**Transposition of great arteries (TGA)**

This entity represents about 5% of all CHD. In D-TGA, there is atrioventricular (AV) concordance with ven-triculoarterial (VA) discordance. The
aorta arises from the right ventricle via a subaortic infundibulum while the pulmonary artery arises directly from the left ventricle. This is associated with other abnormalities, including VSD, in 50% of cases. Pulmonary outflow tract obstruction and aortic coarctation occur in about 5% cases. TGA is one of the common forms of cyanotic heart disease, and initial management can include atrial septostomy to treat the initial cyanosis. Subsequent surgery options include Mustard/Senning baffles, arterial switch or Rastelli surgery.

Arterial switch is performed when there is an intact ventricular septum. This was first performed by Jatene. The 20-year survival is nearly 90%. The aorta and pulmonary artery are transected above the level of the valve sinuses. The pulmonary trunk is moved forward into a new position anterior to the aorta and the great arteries are sutured in place. The coronary arteries are sutured into the neo-aorta. The aorta and pulmonary artery are transected above the level of the valve sinuses. The pulmonary trunk is moved forward into a new position anterior to the aorta and the great arteries are sutured in place. Coronary arteries are sutured into the neo-aorta. Long-term complications include supravalvular pulmonary outflow obstruction, neo-aortic regurgitation and arrhythmias. Branch pulmonary artery stenosis may occur at a rate of 1% per year (Figure 7).

A Rastelli procedure is performed when there is a subaortic VSD and pulmonary VSD. The VSD is utilized as part of the LVOT to direct blood from the left ventricle to the aorta. The pulmonary valve is oversown and a conduit placed between the right ventricle and pulmonary artery. Complications include PA-RVOT conduit degeneration and stenosis. In atrial switch surgery or a Mustard–Senning procedure, VA discordance is maintained. Venous baffles direct deoxygenated venous blood to the pulmonary artery via the left ventricle. The pulmonary venous baffles allow circulation of oxygenated blood through the right ventricle to the aorta. Superior venous baffle obstruction occurs in 5-10% of cases. Baffle leak is more common than baffle obstruction. These are seen more easily with transoesophageal echocardiogram rather than with cardiac MRI (Figure 8). Right heart dysfunction and tricuspid regurgitation may develop. Pulmonary hypertension occurs in 7% of cases. Arrhythmia is a cause for sudden death.

Cardiac MRI is important to assess biventricular and valvular function with SSFP gradient echo sequences. Neo-aortic dilatation and regurgitation can be assessed. Branch pulmonary artery stenosis can be evaluated with CE angiogram and peak velocity calculated with VEPC imaging. Baffle leaks and obstruction can be detected. The oblique coronal view is used to assess systemic baffles while the oblique axial plane is used to assess pulmonary venous baffle. With severe SVC baffle obstruction, a dilatedazygous system can be sought. In baffle leaks, Qp:Qs can be measured with phase contrast cine imaging to calculate shunt fraction. LGE images provide an indicator of systemic RV failure following atrial switch repair. The RV to PA conduit in the Rastelli is best seen with sagittal oblique SSFP sequences or turbo spin echo images. To assess stenosis, an SSFP gradient echo sequence will demonstrate the dephasing jet through the site of obstruction. VEPC cine imaging can be performed to assess peak velocity and regurgitant fraction. The Navigator sequence may be used to assess anatomy and origin of the coronary arteries.

**Conclusion**

Cardiac MRI has a vital role in CHD follow up. It allows accurate anatomical and functional assessment. The workup for potential surgery or percutaneous procedures may also be performed with the help of cardiac MRI. This article has highlighted some of the commonest noncyanotic and cyanotic conditions requiring regular follow up with cardiac MRI.
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